
NINETY (90) DAY  LIMITED WARRANTY 

 
This Warranty gives you certain rights, and you may have other rights that may vary from state to state.  This Warranty is available only to the  

end use purchaser of the  Product. 

The Company:  The Company providing this Warranty is Customer Minded Associates, Inc. or "CMA" 

The Product:  The Product covered by this Warranty is the mobilefold or "Product". 

Coverage: CMA warrants to you for the warranty period that there are no defects in materials, workmanship or construction of this Product. 

The warranty period shall be ninety (90) days from date of receipt of the Product by purchaser. 

 
To Access Warranty Service: If you suspect a defect in materials, workmanship or construction of the product, you should call CMA 

customer service at (800) 682-5840, or via electronic mail at info@mobilefold.com and report the problem. After contact, you may be 

required to deliver the Product to CMA via the appropriate freight carrier, along with a copy of the sales receipt and/or purchase order. CMA 

will evaluate the report of the defect, and at its sole discretion, repair or replace the Product with another product that performs the same 

function as the original Product. CMA reserves the right to replace the Product with remanufactured products so long as the remanufactured 

product conforms with the original specifications and uses of the original Product. 

In most cases, in order to expedite the purchaser's use and enjoyment of the Product, CMA will provide exchange service for the defec- 

tive Product under the terms above. In all cases, the repaired or replaced Product will be forwarded to the purchaser. In that case, if the origi- 

nal Product is still in the possession of the purchaser, it must be returned to CMA within (5) business days, or the purchaser's credit card or 

account will be charged the cost of an additional new Product plus applicable shipping charges.  You must return the defective product in the 

same shipping packaging according to the instructions of the representatives of CMA, or you will be responsible for any further damages to the 

Product to be charged to your credit card or account. It is recommended that you keep all original packaging. 

The repaired or remanufactured Product received by the purchaser will be covered by the balance of the warranty period plus an addi- 

tional fifteen (15) days. 

 
Exclusions: 

This Warranty is VOID if you: 

1. Did not purchase the Product from CMA or its authorized representative or sales agent; 

2. Have serviced the Product elsewhere, or it has been tampered with or modified by anyone other than an authorized CMA representative; 

3. Have abused or damaged this Product, or it is used in a manner for which the Product was not designed or intended; 

4. Have used non-CMA parts or supplies in the use of this Product; 

5. Have removed or defaced the Product serial number. 

 
Limitations: Repair or replacement of this Product as described is your only remedy if the Product is defective. CMA is not responsible 

for any damage or loss to any other structures, equipment or merchandise used in accord with the Product. CMA shall not be liable for any 

direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages or specific relief. Since some states do not allow this exclusion or limitation of consequential 

or incidental damages, this provision may not apply to you. 

 
This Warranty is the only warranty that CMA provides with this Product. It is the only statement of CMA's obligations to the Purchaser, and any 

other prior agreements or understandings, whether oral or written, are replaced and eradicated by this Warranty.  This warranty may not be modified 

unless agreed in writing by CMA and the purchaser. 

 
THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,WRITTEN OR ORAL,WHETHER EXPRESSED BY PROMISE, 

AFFIRMATION, MODEL, DESCRIPTION OR SAMPLE.ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, OTHER THAN THIS ABOVE,WHETHER EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR USE FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 

ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

U.S. Patent No. 6,269,987 and 6,015,069 and 6,561,392 and 6,953,134 and 7,740,156.  U.S. and Foreign patents pending. 

P.O. Box 66509 St. Petersburg, FL 33736 • 727.360.2323 • 800.682.5840 fax 727.360.3220 • info@customerminded.com • www.customerminded.com 
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                                                                                             Do not open panels without opening side sup- 

ports 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Do not stack  Do not pull on outer 

panels to maneuver the 

unit 
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1. Rubber  capped legs 
1 2. Adjustment pins 

3. Side panels 

4. Center panel 

5. Hinges 

6. Side supports 

7. Folding  panel housing 

 
 

 
To Install Mobilefold Wheels 

While  unit  is  flat  on  ground,  and  folding  panel  housing  is  facing  up,  the 

bend in the handle bar will  be  touching  the  ground.  Insert  stem  of  wheels 

into leg sockets either by hand or with a rubber  mallet. Note:Wheel  stems 

should be completely inserted into sockets.The two wheels with brake levers 

should be inserted on the same side as bend in handle bar. 
 

To Set Up Mobilefold 

Step 1 - Lay unit flat on ground with plastic folding panels facing up. 

Step 2 - Lock the two wheels with brakes by rotating levers so 

wheels do not spin. 

Note:There should be only two wheels with braking levers. 
Step 3 - From the center of folding panel housing, lift  up  until  it  stops  

(Do  not  force).  This  should  release  and  slightly  separate  the  legs 

from each other. Note: the folding panel housing should remain in the up 

position on its own. 
 

  

Step 4 - Holding the bottom leg down on floor, pull up on top half of 

shelf so it flattens into position. Shelf should be fully flattened with no 

bend. Pull on the handle bar and stand unit upright onto its wheels. 

Step 5 - From either side, pull open side supports until they stop. 

To Set Up Tabletop Mobilefold 

Tabletop mobilefold is designed to be placed on any of our workstation 

products or on top of another work  surface. 

Step 1 - Simply place the tabletop mobilefold so rubber capped legs are 

on a stable work surface. 

Step 2 - From either side, pull open side supports until they stop. 

 
Operating Methods For Mobilefold and Tabletop 

Mobilefold 

 
To Operate Panels For Folding: 

Step 1 - Starting with panel on top, then second panel underneath, 

open folding panels to their outer positions.This will result in a flat fold- 

ing surface with left, right and center panels. 
 

 
You are now ready to begin folding. Instructions to follow. Note: You can 

operate folding panels from either side of unit. See x above for where to stand 

to operate folding panels. 
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To Adjust Folding Widths 

The center panel has 7 settings for different folding widths. It adjusts from 

7" to 13" in 1" intervals so you can fold garments at 7", 8", 9", 10", 11", 

12" and 13".The adjustments are made by using the 4 metal pins on the 

center panel (2 on each side). 

 

right hand 

 
 

 
left hand 

To Fold Long Sleeve Shirts 
 

Step one Step two Step three 
 

 
Step four Step five Step six 

 
 
 

 
Step 1 - Position yourself on one side of the unit so you can place your 

hands on the set of pins closest to you. Place one foot on shelf to stabilize 

the unit. Note: Shelf is NOT a step. Push both pins in at the same time to 

release pins from their holes.While holding both pins in, slide panels slightly 

towards you until the pins click into place.This movement should result 

in a half-inch adjustment,The different folding widths correspond to the 

measurements displayed on center panel. Each pin should be in matching 

holes on both sides to ensure an even fold. 

Step 2 - Repeat Step 1 on opposite side.You now have made a one-inch 

adjustment from 7" (completely closed) to 8". 

To  increase folding width to 9", 10", 11", 12" or 13", just repeat Steps    

1 and 2 to the next adjustment. Again, when making adjustments, make 

sure pins are in matching holes on both sides.To reduce folding width, 

push pins in and slide side panel unit back towards center panel until pins 

click into place.  Again, look at center panel for desired measurement.  

Note: it is important that you push both pins and slide at the same time to 

achieve a smooth adjustment. 

 
To fold Shirts (short sleeve) 

 

Step one Step two Step three Step four 
 

Step 1 - Lay shirt face down with collar centered at top edge of center 

panel. Use center line to center the garment. If shirttail is longer than 

panels, simple fold excess shirttail by hand so shirttail length is even 

with edge of folding panels.This will ensure consistency in the length of 

the fold. 

Step 2 - Standing  from  either  side  of  unit, grab  corner  of  right  panel 

with right  hand  and  corner  of  left  panel  with  left  hand. Firmly  flip  one 

panel over the center panel  and  back  again  to  its  original  position  so 

garment fold is completely over center panel.This will fold  half  the  shirt. 

Note: Flip panel at a firm and controlled speed. If you flip panel too fast, the 

garment may be forced too far over the center panel requiring a refold. If 

you flip panel too slow, garment will slide down panel during folding process 

requiring a refold. 

Step 3 - Repeat Step 2 with the opposite side panel.This will result in an 

elongated fold. If the top sleeve ends up beyond the center panel edge, flip 

the other panel again to fold the excess sleeve back over. Remember to 

flip panels at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 4 - By hand, fold shirt in half, thirds or quarters to complete the 

fold. 

Step 1 - Same as Step 1 above (For short sleeve shirts). 

Step 2 - By hand, fold cuff of one sleeve over back of shirt so the 

outer edge of folded sleeve is slightly inside the outer edge of corre- 

sponding side panel. 

Step 3 - Repeat Step 2 for opposite sleeve. 

Step 4 - Firmly flip one panel over the center panel and back again to 

its original position.This will fold half the shirt. Remember to flip panel 

at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 5 - Repeat Step 4 with the opposite panel.This will result in an 

elongated fold. Remember to flip panels at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 6 - Fold shirt in half, thirds or quarters to complete fold. 

 
To Fold Pants 

 

 
Step one Step two Step three Step four 

 
 

 
Step 1 - By hand, fold pants lengthwise. Lay pant across panels so 

side to be displayed is facing down and top of inseam is laying over the 

plastic hinge (this may be varied according to desired end result fold). 

Adjust panels (see For Adjusting Panels) so that hinges of panels are lined 

up with where you desire folds to be. 

Step 2 - If pant legs extend beyond unit, fold pant hem by hand to be 

even with outer panel. 

Step 3 - Lift side panel with pant waist slightly up, then flip panel on 

side of pant hem. 

Step 4 - Flip opposite panel (on waist end). Fold is complete. 

Depending on pant, you may fold multiple pairs of pants at same time. 
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To  Fold Towels 

There are many creative ways to fold towels on the Mobilefold.The 

instructions below are one way to fold a standard bath towel.  

 
Fold 

Width 

Approximate 

Overhang for 

Right Edge 

Approximate 

Overhang for 

Left Edge 

9 “ 1/4” 0”- even 
  with left edge 

10” 1 1/4” 1” 

11” 2 1/4” 2” 

12” 3 1/4” 3” 

13” 4 1/4” 4” 

 

Step one Step two Step three Step four 

 

Step 1- Adjust panels to desired width. Lay towel horizontally across 

panels with towel dobby or trim and label face up on right panel. Adjust 

position of towel so right edge of towel hangs over right side of panel at 

appropriate measured overhang (see chart above). The overhang may need 

to be adjusted slightly due to imperfections in the towel. By hand, fold left 

edge of towel so left side of folded edge has appropriate overhang (see 

chart above). 

Note: 7” and 8” folds require no overhang. As a result, the right and left edges of 

towel should be inset 2” and 1” respectively from outer edge of panels. 

Step 2 - Flip left panel with folded towel edge first and return panel to 

original flat position. 

Step 3 - Flip right panel and return panel to original flat position. 

Step 4 - By hand, fold towel in half or in thirds so towel dobby is fac-  

ing up and label is easily accessible. Fold is complete. 

 
To Maneuver & Store Mobilefold 

Step 1 - Adjust center panel to 9” width. 

Step 2 - Flip both side panels over center panel so one is on top of 

the  other. 

Step 3 - Push side supports in until they are flush against the folding panel 

housing. 

This is the maneuvering position for rolling unit through narrow aisles or from 

one area to another. 
 

  

To Store Mobilefold Continue to Step 4 

Step 4 - Lock wheels by turning brake levers so locked wheels do not 

roll (there should be two locking wheels only). 

Step 5 - Once wheels are locked, lay unit on ground so outer bend of 

handle bar is facing the ground. 

Step 6 - From either side, hold top leg with one hand and push the 

underside of shelf with your other hand.This will start the closing of shelf 

and top legs.As shelf and legs begin to close, continue to push leg down 

until top wheels touch the floor. 

Step 7 - Face the outside wheels outward to avoid lock up.With one 

hand push center of folding panel housing down while pushing the shelf 

closed with your other hand. Folding panel housing should be touching 

legs with the two shelf halves completely closed. 

Step 8 - Stand unit upright on wheels. Make sure all wheels are turned out 

pointing away from unit. 
 

 
Note: If one folding panel has flipped toward floor, you will need to reverse 

position of panels. 

Important: All four wheels must be turned out pointing away from unit 

to stand upright in storage position. 

 
To Store Tabletop Mobilefold 

Step 1 - Adjust panels to 9” width. 

Step 2 - Flip both side panels over center panel so one is on top of the 

other. 

Step 3 - Push side supports in until they are flush against the folding 

panel housing. 
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To Install Junior Mobilefold Wheels 

While  unit  is  flat  on  ground,  and  folding  panel  housing  is  facing  up,  the 

bend in the handle bar will  be  touching  the  ground.  Insert  stem  of  wheels 

into leg sockets either by hand or with a rubber  mallet. Note:Wheel  stems 

should be completely inserted into sockets.The two wheels with brake levers 

should be inserted on the same side as bend in handle bar. 
 

Junior Mobilefold Set Up 

Step 1 - Lay unit flat on ground with plastic folding panels facing up. 

Step 2 - Lock the two wheels with brakes by rotating levers so 

wheels do not spin. 

Note:There should be only two wheels with braking levers. 
Step 3 - From the center of folding panel housing, lift  up  until  it  stops  

(Do  not  force).  This  should  release  and  slightly  separate  the  legs 

from each other. Note: the folding panel housing should remain in the up 

position on its own. 
 

  
 

Step 4 - Holding the bottom leg down on floor, pull up on top half of 

shelf so it flattens into position. Shelf should be fully flattened with no 

bend. Pull on the handle bar and stand unit upright onto its wheels. 

Step 5 - Pull open side support until it stops. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To Set Up Junior Tabletop Mobilefold 

Junior tabletop mobilefold is designed to be placed on any of our 

workstation products or on top of another work surface. 

Step 1- Simply place the junior tabletop mobilefold so the rubber 

capped legs are on a stable work surface. 

Step 2 - Pull open side support until it stops. 

 
Operating Methods For Junior Mobilefold and Junior 

Tabletop Mobilefold 

 
To Operate Panels for Folding 

Step 1 - Starting with panel on top, then second panel underneath, 

open folding panels to their outer positions.This will result in a flat fold- 

ing surface with left, right and center panels. 
 

 

You are now ready to begin folding. Instructions to follow. Note: You can 

operate folding panels from either side of unit. See x above for where to stand 

to operate folding panels. 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

Legs 

 

 

 

 

Shelf 
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To Adjust Folding Widths 

The center panel has 7 settings for different folding widths. It adjusts from 

4" to 7" in 1/2" intervals so you can fold garments at 4", 41/2", 5", 51/2", 6", 

61/2", and 7" .The adjustments are made by using the 2 metal pins on 

the  center panel. 

To Fold Long Sleeve Shirts 

 
 
 
 

 
left hand 

 
right hand 

 
Step one Step two Step three 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 1 - Position yourself on side of the unit so you can place your hands 

on the set of pins. Place one foot on shelf to stabilize the unit. Note: Shelf is 

NOT a step. Push both pins in at the same time to release pins from their 

holes.While holding both pins in, slide panel slightly towards you until the   

pins click into place. This movement should result in a half-inch adjust- 

ment. The different folding widths correspond to the measurements 

displayed on center panel. Each pin should be in matching holes on both 

sides to ensure an even fold. 

Step 2 - To increase folding width just repeat Step1 to the next 

adjustment.To reduce folding width, push pins in and slide side panel unit 

back towards center panel until pins click into place. Again, look at center 

panel for desired measurement. 

Note: it is important that you push both pins and slide at the same time to 

achieve a smooth adjustment. 

 
To fold Shirts (short sleeve) 

 

 
Step one Step two Step three Step four 

Step four Step five Step six 

Step 1 - Same as Step 1 above (For short sleeve shirts). 

Step 2 - By hand, fold cuff of one sleeve over back of shirt so the 

outer edge of folded sleeve is slightly inside the outer edge of corre- 

sponding side panel (If shirt is small enough, this step may not be neces- 

sary). 

Step 3 - Repeat Step 2 for opposite sleeve. 

Step 4 - Firmly flip one panel over the center panel and back again to 

its original position.This will fold half the shirt. Remember to flip panel 

at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 5 - Repeat Step 4 with the opposite panel.This will result in an 

elongated fold. Remember to flip panels at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 6 - Fold shirt in half, thirds or quarters to complete fold. 

Depending on shirt size, you may fold multiple shirts at a time. 
 

 
For Folding Pants 

 
Step one Step two Step three Step four 

 

Step 1 - Lay shirt face down centering collar between metal lip of slid- 

ing panel and plastic strip of stationary panel. If shirttail is longer than 

panels, simply fold excess shirttail by hand so shirttail length is even with 

edge of folding panels.This will ensure consistency in the length of the fold. 

Step 2 - Standing from either side of unit, grab corner of right panel  

with right hand and corner of left panel  with  left  hand. Firmly  flip  one 

panel over the center panel and back again to its original position so 

garment fold is completely over center panel.This will fold half the shirt. 

Note: Flip panel at a firm and controlled speed. If you flip panel too fast, the 

garment may be forced too far over the center panel requiring a refold. If you 

flip panel too slow, garment will slide down panel during folding process requir- 

ing a refold. 

Step 3 - Repeat Step 2 with the opposite side panel.This will result in an 

elongated fold. If the top sleeve ends up beyond the center panel edge, flip 

the other panel again to fold the excess sleeve back over. Remember to 

flip panels at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 4 - By hand, fold shirt in half, thirds or quarters to complete the 

fold. 

Step 1 - By hand, fold pants lengthwise. Lay pant across panels so side 

to be displayed is facing down and top of inseam is lying over the plastic 

hinge (this may be varied according to desired fold). Adjust panels (see 

For Adjusting Panels) so hinges of panels are lined up with where you 

desire folds to be. 

Step 2 - If pant legs extend beyond unit, fold pant hem by hand to be 

even with outer panel. 

Step 3 - Lift side panel with pant waist slightly up, then flip panel on 

side of pant hem. 

Step 4 - Flip opposite panel (on waist end). Fold is complete. 

Depending on pant, you may fold multiple pairs of pants at same time. 
 

 
To  Fold Washcloths 

 

 
Step one Step two Step three Step four 
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Step 1 - Adjust panels to desired width. Lay two washcloths cen- 

tered across panels with towel dobby or trim perpendicular to panels. 

Step 2 - Flip one panel over center panel and back to its original posi- 

tion. 

Step 3 - Repeat step 2 with opposite panel. This will result in two 

elongated folds. Remember to flip panels at a firm and controlled 

speed. 

Step 4 -   By hand, fold each washcloths in half to complete  fold. 

 
To Fold Finger Towels 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 1 - Adjust panels to desired width. Lay finger towel centered 

across panels with towel fringe or dobby perpendicular to panels.  

Step 2 - Flip one panel over center panel and back to its original posi- 

tion. 

Step 3 - Repeat step 2 with opposite panel. This will result in an elon- 

gated fold. Remember to flip panels at a firm and controlled speed. 

Step 4 - By hand, fold towel in half to complete fold. 

A variation of above fold can be achieved by folding two finger towels at   

a time as follows: 
 

Step one Step two Step three 

 

Step 1 - Adjust panels to desired width. By hand, fold two finger 

towels in half (fringe to fringe). Lay both towels centered across panels 

with towel fringe perpendicular to panels. 

Step 2 - Flip one panel over center panel and back to its original posi- 

tion. 

Step 3 - Repeat step 2 with opposite panel to complete folds. 

 
To  Fold Hand Towels 

 

Fold 

Width 

Approximate 

Inset   of 

Right Edge 

Approximate 

Inset of 

Left Edge 

4 “ 21/2” 3” 

41/2” 2” 21/2” 

5” 1 1/2” 2” 

51/2” 1” 11/2” 

6” 1/2” 1” 

61/2” 0”- even 1/2” 

 with  right edge  

 
Step one Step two Step three 

Step 1 - Adjust panels to desired width. Lay two hand towels cen- 

tered across panels with towel dobby or trim parallel to panels and 

label face up on the right panel. Adjust position of towels so right edge 

of towels is inset from the right panel edge at the appropriate measure- 

ment (see chart above). The inset may need to be adjusted slightly due 

to imperfections in the towel.  By hand, fold left edge of towel so left 

of  folded  edge  is  inset  from  left  panel  edge  at  appropriate  measurement 

(see chart above). Note: 7” fold requires a 1/2” overhang on right panel edge 

and left side to be folded even with left panel edge. 

Step 2 - Flip left panel with folded towel edge first and return panel 

to original flat position. 

Step 3 - Flip  right  panel  and  return  panel  to  original  flat  position. 

Step 4 - By hand, fold towel in half or in thirds so towel dobby is fac- 

ing up and label is easily accessible. Fold is complete. 

 
To Maneuver & Store Junior Mobilefold 

Step 1- Adjust center panel to 7” width. 

Step 2 - Flip both side panels over center panel so one is on top of the 

other. 

Step 3 - Push side support in until it is flush against the folding panel 

housing.This is the maneuvering position for rolling unit through narrow aisles 

or from one area to another. 
 

 
To Store continue to Step 4. 

Step 4 - Lock wheels by turning brake levers so locked wheels do not 

roll (there should be two locking wheels only). 

Step 5 - Once wheels are locked, lay unit on ground so outer bend of 

handle bar is facing the ground. 

Step 6 - From either side, hold top leg with one hand and push the 

underside of shelf with your other hand.This will start the closing of shelf 

and top legs.As shelf and legs begin to close, continue to push leg down 

until top wheels touch the floor. 

Step 7 - Face the outside wheels outward to avoid lock up.With one 

hand push center of folding panel housing down while pushing the shelf 

close with your other hand. Folding panel housing should be touching 

legs with the two shelf halves completely closed. 

Step 8 - Stand unit upright on wheels. Make sure all wheels are turned 

out pointing away from unit. 
 

 
Note: If one folding panel has flipped toward floor, you will need to reverse 

position of panels. 

Important: All four wheels must be turned out pointing away from unit 

to stand upright in storage position. 

 
To Store Junior Tabletop Mobilefold 

Step 1 - Adjust panels to 7” width. 

Step 2 - Flip both side panels over center panel so one is on top of 

the  other. 

Step 3 - Push side support in until it is flush against the folding panel 

housing. 


